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ARCHITECTURAL RESPONSE

ARCHITECTS

Trained and passionate about appropriate architectural, practical and
spatial solutions in response to diverse and often conflicting challenges.
Architects are problem solvers who continue to develop their
professional skills to ensure relevant expertise.

JERSEY ARCHITECTS

Have a broad yet specialised knowledge and understanding of the
issues relevant to the Island, its challenges and opportunities and along
with the other local construction professionals are best placed to
identify the most appropriate solutions for Jersey.

THE PROBLEM

As part of the Carbon Neutral Strategy (Gov.je 2019), the operation of
Residential and Business properties account for approx. 37% of Jersey’s
annual emissions. While not the most significant cause of emissions,
the operation of buildings is a prime issue and requires urgent and
focussed attention to rectify.

Fig. Scope 1 Emissions in Jersey. (Source : Gov.je, Carbon Neutral
Strategy (2019) Fig 5)
NEW BUILDINGS

Can feasibly be designed to minimise their emissions, but to reduce
space heating demands appropriate for Net Zero Carbon performance,
would require 80% CO2 emission reduction compared to current
standards. To meet such radical improvements however will need real
political ambition and focus.
Such political will must be translated through to meaningful policy and
be applied by an integrated and coordinated Public Sector response to
realise appropriate Regulatory Standards, Planning Policy and
Departmental desire.

The reduction in energy use and transition to full electrical servicing is
feasible and would be best coordinated with Passive and Low Energy
techniques. While viable, the resulting architectural character and
approach would potentially contrast with the traditional approaches
and will change the character of the built environment.
NEW & OLD

Within the UK, the Stern Report (2006) identified that of the dwellings
expected to be standing in 2050, 75% of them are already constructed.
While the ratio in Jersey may be slightly different, the principle will be
similar with most of the buildings anticipated to exist in 2030 already
being constructed and complying with previous less stringent
standards.
Rather than just focus on the required standards of new buildings, the
retrofitting of the existing building stock to improve their performance
and reduce emissions is also key. Such improvements and the potential
integration of renewable energy systems will realise direct pay-back
benefits and reduced embodied energy.
The Lifecycle Costings of buildings, considering their initial
construction, lifetime use and removal suggest buildings would be best
designed with increased building life spans and not just focused on
short term returns.

APPROACH

A balance of both incentives and enhanced Regulations to direct
construction is vital. The AJA would encourage increasing the
performance standards for construction and the adoption of incentive
schemes, potentially through grants, GST reduction or Planning
dispensations to promote the positive retrofitting of buildings,
improved performance and renewable energy installations.
Working with both existing and new buildings is key.
Environmentally aware, sustainable, low energy and passive design
techniques are crucial.
Even if Jersey does achieve the goal of Carbon Neutrality, it is possible
other Nations may not and therefore, designing buildings to adapt to
accommodate a changing climate is also important.
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